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January 2014

Textbook list:

**Uppers, Downers, All-Arounders 6th Edition - $90.70**
Author: D. Inaba, ISBN# 0926544284

**Therapist's Guide to Substance Abuse Intervention - $69.95**
Author: Sharon L. Johnson, ISBN # 0123875811

Author: Patricia O'Connor, ISBN # 1594480060

**Preventing Prejudice: A Guide for Counselors and Educators, 2nd Edition - $57.95**
Author: J. Ponterotto & P. Pederson, ISBN # 0761928189

**The Feeling Good Handbook - $25.00**
Author: David Burns, ISBN # 0452281325

Textbooks will be available in the University Bookstore on a first come first serve basis beginning in early January. They are also available on Amazon.com

**TIPS: (Not required, but suggested reading)**

TIP 6: Screening for Infectious Diseases among Drug Abusing Clients  View Online  XSAP 106
TIP 15: Treatment for HIV Infected, Alcohol and Other Drug Abusers  Out of Stock  XSAP 106
TIP 35: Enhancing Motivation for Change in Substance Abuse Treatment  View Online  XSAP 104
TIP 37: Substance Abuse Treatment for Persons with HIV/AIDS  XSAP 106
TIP 41: Substance Abuse Treatment- Group Therapy  XSAP 105
TIP 42: Substance Abuse Treatment for Persons with Co-Occurring Disorders  XSAP 103
TIP 44: Substance Abuse Treatment for Adults in the Criminal Justice System  XSAP 101

To order TIPS, go to [http://ncadi.samhsa.gov](http://ncadi.samhsa.gov), choose Publications, Pubs in Series, Improvement Protocols (TIPS). The TIPS are free but do take 4-6 weeks for delivery so please order at the beginning of the program.